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Aim and rationale of the study 

In the past decade, computational thinking (CT) has been a hot topic in educational research and 

practice (Grover & Pea, 2013; Selby & Woollard, 2013). CT might have a positive influence on 

learning mathematics (Barcelos et al., 2018). The aspects of CT include algorithms and algorithmic 

thinking (AT) (Shelby & Woollard, 2013). 

AT is a skill that is not easy to develop for students in secondary and higher education. In-service 

teachers should be better prepared to teach in ways that involve AT. There is a lack of instructional 

materials to implement AT in in-service teaching trainer programs. The aim of our research is to 

develop and investigate tasks that enhance in-service teachers’ knowledge about AT. 

The rationale of our study relies on a system of assessments originally used in Computer Science 

Education by Grover et al. (2015, pp 209). It describes eight ideas for a high school curriculum 

involving algorithmic problem solving, two of which involve AT. These are 1) algorithms and 

pseudocode and 2) algorithmic flow of control, particularly sequence, serial execution, and loops. 

We understand AT as 1) understanding how an algorithm works, 2) being able to describe an 

algorithm as pseudocode, 3) knowing how simple loops work, and 4) understanding how commands 

are executed in sequence. 

Method 

Tasks for AT in Dynamical Systems course 

In the Dynamical Systems course of our in-service teacher training program, students learn to find 

exact solutions for differential equations. However, sometimes exact solutions do not exist, and 

solutions need to be approximated with numerical algorithms. To introduce AT into higher teacher 

education, we replaced an optional part of the Dynamical Systems course (fractals) with the subject 

of numerical methods. It is important that students understand numerical algorithms. Students 

should also be able to implement the numerical algorithms in a computer program and test and 

debug the program. In other words, students must learn CT skills, in particular learn to think 

algorithmically, to move from a mathematical model (the differential equation) to a reliable 

approximate solution. The assignment involves Euler’s method to solve a first-order initial value 

problem. The goal is to make students understand that the steps made with Euler’s method form an 

algorithm, which can be described with pseudocode that includes loops. 

We developed a number of tasks that aim to elicit AT. The first design principle regards the context 

in which the AT takes place. Because we wanted to investigate AT in its natural context (in-service 
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teacher training programs), we chose a content topic that was part of the higher education program 

and a subject that involved the use of algorithms in a meaningful way. Therefore, we chose a course 

in differential equations (Dynamical Systems). The second design principle concerns the nature of 

the tasks. We developed tasks existing of activities that require AT, such as creating a pseudocode 

involving serial execution and/or loops (Grover et al., 2015). In this study, we investigated how one 

in-service teacher solved these tasks and engaged in AT in the first design cycle. 

Analysis 

We investigated how the task (the finishing of the pseudocode in Euler's method) can elicit AT 

through task-based interviews and the thinking out loud method (Schellings et al., 2006). In the 

thinking out loud method, the student is asked to constantly articulate his or her thoughts. The 

students were selected by the teacher of the course on the basis of their mathematical knowledge 

level (two with an average mathematical knowledge level and two with a higher-than-average 

mathematical knowledge level, and in each pair of students, one student was chosen at random). 

Each student was interviewed individually by one of the authors of this paper, and the interviews 

were video recorded and then transcribed. Analysis of the transcripts was based on the categories of 

Grover et al. (2015) Here, we report on the results of one student. 

Preliminary results and further research 

Analysis of this student’s think-aloud protocol while solving the task revealed aspects of AT. The 

results showed that the student was able to explain the Euler algorithm and create the pseudocode 

(including loops), which are forms of AT according to our analytical framework. The assignments 

therefore seem to have potential for the development of AT. However, there are aspects that need to 

be improved. The next steps are to further develop our coding scheme for AT and to investigate 

how our research can contribute to teachers’ work on algorithms in their practice. 
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